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WELCOME TO THE 96th ISSUE OF  

THE GATE 
THE GATE 

 

Issue 96  May/June 2020 

Connecting church and community 

Parish Magazine of St Paul’s 

Whitley Bay 
Welcome to this 2nd online edition of The Gate. St Paul’s is continuing 

to make keeping in touch with everyone a priority and we have been 

working hard to update and extend the use of technology and parish-

ioners’ expertise to try to reach as many people as possible through 

social media and opportunities to share in the services.  

As some of the lockdown measures are currently being relaxed, the 

vicar is now able to stream the services from inside the church but we 

are still waiting to see when places of worship will be re-opened. Rest 

assured that when that time comes, it will be very carefully planned 

for, ensuring everyone can be in church as safely as possible.  

Those with no access to the extended technology have not been    

forgotten and we have continued to post out printed newsletters and 

service sheets  -  and an abridged version of this magazine has also 

been posted out. We hope everyone will enjoy reading this online  

edition and a big thank you to all the people who have worked so 

hard to write their articles. Maybe you will be inspired to write some-

thing for the next one! 

Please keep everyone at St Paul’s in your prayers and we hope to see 

you all again very soon. 

Keeping in touch with St Paul’s  

Keep checking back to St Paul’s website. It is updated regularly with 

information, links and prayers.  

New videos are added on the YouTube channel of St Paul’s virtual  

services, sermons and meditations.  

You can contact the vicar, The Revd John Vilaseca, on 0191 2524916 

or by email at  vilaseca26@yahoo.es  

And you can keep in touch with the congregation though Twitter,   

Facebook, Skype and WhatsApp.   

 

Wednesday 10am and Sunday 10am services are currently being 

shared every week by Zoom.  

Just contact the vicar if you would like to join in. 

Breathe on me, Breath of God,  

Fill me with life anew,  

That I may love the way you love,  

And do what you would do. 

  

Breathe on me, Breath of God,  

Until my heart is pure,  

Until my will is one with yours,  

To do and to endure.  

 

Breathe on me, Breath of God,  

So shall I never die,  

But live with you the perfect life  

For all eternity. 

http://www.saintpaulswhitleybay.org.uk/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCyibl_Tv5McqkfTczSktRwQ
mailto:vilaseca26@yahoo.es
https://twitter.com/stpaulswhitleyb?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/pg/stpaulswhitleybay/posts/
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Letter from the Vicar 

Revd John Vilaseca 

Dear sisters and brothers in Christ, 

During the last two and a half months, our lives and the way we do 

church, have changed drastically. Through social media and other 

online platforms, phone calls and letters we have remained in touch 

with our loved ones and with our church family. We have learned to 

use new technology to live-stream and record services, and we are  

using all the possible means to keep in touch and minister to everyone 

in new, imaginative ways during these unprecedented times.   

 

As the days and weeks go by, it is impossible not to become restless 

and impatient living in lockdown and with social distancing. Humans 

are not made to live apart: we are fundamentally social animals. More-

over, our Christian faith is a social and incarnational faith. However, we 

are in a time in between, a time we ought to learn how to wait patient-

ly and remain hopeful.  

 

How can we link these two realities of waiting and remaining hopeful? 

The answer rests on the Latin roots of the words ‘wait’ and ‘hope’.  

 

Both words in Romance languages have the same Latin root, ‘spes’ 

which means to have hope. For example, in Spanish we translate 

‘waiting’ for ‘esperar’ and ‘hope’ is translated as ‘esperanza’. As you 

can see, the two words share the same root ‘spes’. This is not just a 

pun, but it has a deeper meaning. The act of waiting has an intrinsic 

dimension of hoping. We are hopeful, while we are waiting for some 

sort of normality to get back into our lives and this is how we can ease 

the feeling of restlessness we are experiencing. And watch out,       

because God can be found in this hopeful time of waiting.  

 

Today, I would like to recommend you a little poem/prayer written by 

St Teresa of Avila (1515-1582), who knew that waiting meant to     

remain hopeful and faithful to God’s promises.  

 

 

This little poem can help us all to remain patient and hopeful while we 

are waiting for that day when we will meet again. For now, we keep 

praying for one another and we ask for the spirit of patience and for-

titude to help us endure the lockdown and social distancing 

measures. That we may always dwell in the stillness of our souls with 

God our Redeemer through his Holy Spirit.  

 

Keep safe and may the Lord be with you always.  

Nada te turbe,                                                            

Nada te espante,                                                                                                             

Todo se pasa,  

Dios no se muda.         

La paciencia todo lo alcanza 

Quien a Dios tiene nada le falta:                                                                                            

Sólo Dios basta. 

Let nothing trouble you,                                                                                                     

Let nothing frighten you, 

Everything passes away, 

God does not change. 

Patience can attain everything 

Whoever has God lacks nothing:               

Only God is enough. 

St Sofa’s 

We worship at St Sofa’s now 

Since Covid came to stay 

We don’t dress up or do our hair 

But still we come to pray! 

Our Vicar is a clever chap 

A Zoom with his IT 

And so we sit down ev’ry week 

And meet up virtually! 

Our Parish Church stands empty 

With praise she does not ring; 

But still her people gather round 

To pray, and praise, and sing! 

The virus is a nasty thing 

Yet it has helped us see 

The church is NOT a building 

But folk like you and me! 

 

By Nigel and Carol Beeton 
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St Paul’s Parish Centre 

This summer marks the 20th anniversary of the opening 

of St Paul’s Parish Centre. Under normal circumstances 

we would have been planning a party  - what else! - to 

share the celebrations with the congregation, parish centre users and 

the community. Plans for the centre were mooted by the then vicar, 

Norman Banks, and involved  a huge amount of work and fundraising 

by many people. The article below reminds us of what it was like     

before we had the luxury of the Parish Centre.  

 

 

Then and Now 
During Peter Rendell's latter years as Vicar, the only facility in church 

was a cramped space between the two vestries which housed a toilet 

with suspicious drainage and a separate large sink with a cold water 

tap. Of course the large congregation which filled the church each  

Sunday expected nothing more. It was the norm - plus we did have a 

toilet. 

We also had a Church Hall at the other end of the 

street where we served refreshments after the   

Sunday service - but it became too easy for the 

congregation to turn right out of the lych gate and 

go home.  Also it was not exactly an inviting place 

to be in but then that was the norm too. 

The hall was let out to people to use and I played badminton there, 

making lifetime friends. However there was persistent vandalism to 

windows and other areas plus the cost of updating to the then Health 

and Safety requirements so, reluctantly, it was decided to sell it and  

invest the money in a property for a future curate. 

When Fr Norman Banks was appointed he was keen for us to have  

facilities in the church for serving refreshments. The present Family 

Corner was the designated space where a cupboard was hung on the 

wall for crockery - two small tables were in place plus everything 

which was needed. We were thrilled to be able to provide refreshments 

and happily took crocks to the sink for washing.   

Never did we envisage life with our present Parish Centre and all its 

advantages. 

                                                                               Mavis McMahon 

Please contact our Treasurer, Lilian Martin (0191 252 2112) for      

further information and especially if your donation would be eligible 

for Gift Aid. Thank you. 

Giving to St Paul’s  

Although we are not able to meet in church, our 

worship and pastoral care continue uninterrupted 

at St Paul’s. Many people are working “behind the scenes” to ensure 

that the services are held and shared through the wonders of “new” 

technology or by “old school” printed papers arriving through the     

letterboxes. In this way we have tried to carry on our mission as seam-

lessly as possible so everyone is able to access our services and that 

no one is excluded. And indeed, through the website, Twitter, Face-

book, Skype, Zoom and YouTube we know that we are also reaching 

people near and far who are following us, getting to know us and 

hopefully, may join us in person when this  difficult time is over. 

While so many things have changed, what has not changed is the need 

to pay the bills. St Paul’s Treasurer and Standing Committee have been 

exploring many new ways to make sure that our income can continue 

even though there are no current opportunities for physical plate giving 

at services or for fundraising events. We want to thank everyone who 

has responded so positively to the emails and letters asking people to 

consider increasing their giving or reviewing how they give. And in  

particular we want to thank all those who have responded to all the 

new ways that have been set up to give to St Paul’s so that we can  

indeed continue to pay the bills and to further our work in and for the 

community of Whitley Bay. 

If you think that you could help to support the work of St Paul's visit 

the Giving to St Paul’s page of our website for all the details of how 

you can donate to help with our mission and work in the community. 

Donations of any size will be gratefully received and will make a big 

difference. Thank you. 

To donate £5  by text, simply text PAULWB to 70085 

To donate online use our secure Give a Little link.  

Sign up for easyfundrasing  - they give St Paul’s commission when 

you shop online  -  at not extra cost to you!  

Commit to regular giving using our Promise form along with the 

standing order and Gift Aid forms.  

http://www.saintpaulswhitleybay.org.uk/giving/
https://givealittle.co/campaigns/79409df6-235d-4903-866d-afdc25cdd1bf
http://www.saintpaulswhitleybay.org.uk/easy-fundraising/
http://www.saintpaulswhitleybay.org.uk/content/pages/documents/1590061680.docx
http://www.saintpaulswhitleybay.org.uk/content/pages/documents/1590061680.docx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WSGRUPosdso
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Regular advertisers in The Gate 

The Coronavirus pandemic has caused many of our valued advertisers 

to have closed their premises for the duration. In our continuing recog-

nition of the support they have given St Paul’s, they have all been   

approached to give an update on the status of their business. We   

continue to offer our hopes and prayers that everyone will be up and 

running as normal as soon as possible and we know that everyone at 

St Paul’s will continue to support these local businesses when that time 

comes. 

As government guidelines are slowly being relaxed, some of the adver-

tisers have sent messages to update their position. 

The Grand Hotel, 

Tynemouth 

0191 293 6666  

'We would like to take this opportunity to thank 

our customers, the Tynemouth community and the 

wider public for your lovely comments, well wishes 

and support. The Grand Hotel, since opening in 

1872, has never closed its doors. We know The 

Grand Hotel contains very special memories to 

most of you; we are missing you all immensely 

and are looking forward to welcoming you back 

through our doors. We will post further updates on 

our website as soon as we can confirm information 

about our re-opening. 

Concentrate on the positive things you have, your 

loved ones and friends. The happy moments will 

be even greater than they were before.  

Stay safe, be kind and take care.” 

The Garden Shop 

0191 252 2553   

“The Garden Shop Florist sincerely appreciates St 

Paul's support. We are currently making  

improvements in the shop so we can open up 

safely following Government guidelines. We look 

forward to seeing you all again soon with a shop 

full of fresh flowers”. 

Holly Frames 

0191 252 3900  

“We are hoping to reopen Monday 15th June and 

our Facebook page will be updated with any  

further information.” 

Home services NE  

01912966838 or 

07939168382 

 

“We are slowly returning to providing domestic 

services, small steps but we are available! We 

have PPE and will be adhering to all the social   

distancing and government guidelines and have all 

new policies in place to ensure the safety of our 

clients and the staff. Some clients are going to 

leave when we arrive and be out of the house, 

others will stay in one room and we will concen-

trate on the rest of their homes. We understand if 

some clients are preferring to wait until things are 

a bit more certain; we will be ready for them too 

when the time is right.” 

Buffets by Sharon Currently closed 

PAL Fitness Pilates 

Get Active 

All classes in the Parish Centre remain suspended 

while the building is closed  

 

All Funeral Directors have been continuing to work although their    

office hours may have been reduced. Check their websites for the   

latest information.  

W S Harrison & Son  0191 252 8779 

R J Ryland  0191 252 6500 or   0191 257 0222  

Gary Staker tel: 0191 252 3635 

E Turnbull & Son tel: 0191 257 1201  

https://www.grandhoteltynemouth.co.uk/
https://en-gb.facebook.com/thegardenshopflorist/
https://www.facebook.com/Holly-Frames-150068751732774/
https://www.facebook.com/homeservicesNE/
https://www.dignityfunerals.co.uk/funeral-directors/locations/england/tyne---wear/whitley-bay/17-claremont-crescent
https://rylandfuneral.co.uk/
http://www.garystaker.co.uk/
http://www.eturnbull.co.uk/
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If you’ve ever checked out the daily services on 

the Church of England website, or looked at the 

daily Lectionary, you’ll have found that many 

saints, martyrs, philanthropists, teachers, mis-

sionaries and thinkers are commemorated as we 

go through the Church’s year. A recent one was 

“Christina Rossetti, Poet” on 27 April. She was a familiar name; a 

Christmas carol rang a faint bell somewhere, I thought. Time to find 

out more.  What follows is my take on who she was, and why she was 

chosen for an official commemoration. 

 

There are mountains of information about her online, ranging from 

choral music websites to the British Library, Tate Britain and the    

Poetry Society and the Church Times archive, via Britannica and   

Wikipedia.  So here are some highlights only!  

 

First, a few facts: she was born on 5 December 1830 and her family 

lived in Bloomsbury (London).  They were key people in the art and 

literary scenes of the time. Her father was the Italian scholar Gabriel 

Rossetti, her siblings were the poet and Pre-Raphaelite artist Dante 

Gabriel Rossetti, and the writers William and Maria Rossetti. In the 

mid-1840s she came to Newcastle with her family to visit the famous 

painter William Bell Scott, a great friend of Dante Gabriel, at his home 

at 14 St. Thomas’ Crescent.   

 

From a Christian point of view, her association with the principles of 

the Oxford Movement, and with the members of the Pre Raphaelite 

Brotherhood were the key things that influenced her life and work. To 

simplify greatly, the Oxford Movement emphasised a call to individual 

and corporate holiness, and the Catholic heritage of the Church of 

England, and also involved a great revival of interest in liturgy and 

church architecture. Christina and her family attended her local church 

whose priest, Fr. William Dodsworth, was a leading figure in that 

movement.  Her spiritual advisor, Richard Frederick Littledale, was a 

High Church theologian.  She had two suitors, both of whom she felt 

she couldn’t marry out of loyalty to her faith; but she remained devot-

ed to the second, Charles Cayley, throughout her life.  One writer, 

marking the hundredth anniversary of her birth, said that she had a 

“deep sense of her own unworthiness, and humility of soul”; also that 

“Her love of her Lord and His Church was the greatest love of her life.” 

 

More than half of her poetic output is devotional, especially in her later 

years. The inconstancy of human love, the vanity of earthly pleasures, 

renunciation, individual unworthiness, and the perfection of divine love 

are recurring themes in her poetry.  Much of it is embedded in her  

devotional writings; here we are getting to the heart of why the 

Church of England respects her so much.  The main ones are “Called 

to Be Saints: The Minor Festivals Devotionally Studied” (1881), “Time 

Flies: A Reading Diary”, and “The Face of the Deep: A Devotional 

Commentary on the Apocalypse” (1892). “The Face of the Deep”  con-

tains over 200 poems, for example. “Time Flies” has daily entries   

consisting of meditations on religious feast days and saints’ days,   

poetic compositions, or personal reflections and reminiscences. She 

gathered 331 of her poems into a volume called “Verses” in 1893.  It 

was very popular and was reprinted well into the twentieth century. 

School students of English may well remember studying her break-

through poem, “Goblin Market”. Her poetry is lyrical, describes nature 

beautifully, and seems very simple, but I’ve found that experts see a 

mastery of diction, tone, and form there too.  She was compared in 

her lifetime to Elizabeth Barrett Browning. Composers who have set 

her poems to music include Ralph Vaughan Williams, Gustav Holst, 

Samuel Coleridge Taylor, Arthur Somervell, and Edward Elgar. 

 

Christina devoted herself to caring first for her mother and then for 

two elderly aunts, until the last died in 1893.  She was very ill in her 

earlier life because of a thyroid complaint which very much changed 

her appearance.  And then, in 1892 she was diagnosed with breast 

cancer.  After a great deal of suffering she died on 29 December 1894. 

By then she was not only a famous poet, but she was highly regarded 

as a spiritual guide; there had even been talk, after Tennyson’s death 

in 1892, that she could be his successor as Poet Laureate. After her 

death many articles appeared with personal reminiscences, admiring 

her saintliness and praising her poetry and prose. Later generations 

looked at her through the prism of women’s literature and most      

recently, ecology. 

The Church of England  

commemorates 

Christina Rossetti 

Portrait of Christina Rossetti, 

1857, by John Brett. 
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The Vicarage Cat:  

Mowgli’s corner 

An unwanted visitor 

 

As everybody else, for the last two and a half months, I have been 

confined indoors. Well, not literally indoors, since the Vicar and I do 

spend a lot of time in the garden. Lately, the Vicar seems to be very 

keen on keeping the garden tidy. But this is not the topic for today.  

 

So, as I was saying, I can proudly say that, unlike others, I have  

abided by the Government’s rules. I have remained home, and I have 

respected social distancing. However, recently I received an unwanted 

visitor into my garden - this is the Vicarage garden. 

 

All happened on a sunny Friday morning. If the weather is nice, the 

Vicar likes to have his breakfast outside on his day off. On that said 

Friday, the weather was lovely, so as usual the Vicar was having 

breakfast outside, and I was keeping an eye on ‘my garden’, checking 

everything was in order. When suddenly, something strange moved 

under the bushes in the garden’s far-right corner (the corner that the 

Vicar has not tidied up yet). Thanks to my wonderful olfactory sense, I 

spotted right away that under the bushes there was an unwanted   

feline visitor. I alerted the distracted Vicar and I ran towards the    

unwanted visitor. It was a grey cat who dared trespass into my prop-

erty. Scared by my overreaction, the grey cat jumped up the wall into 

the neighbours’ garden and left my property for good.  

 

This is a warning for all feline friends and acquaintances, during this 

period of lockdown, stay at home or in your gardens, respect the rules 

and do not trespass into my property. It is for the good of all.  

  

      Meow! 

The best way to end this look at Christina is to quote some of her   

poetry, which is what resonates most with modern readers.  Some of 

it you will definitely recognise, even though you might not have 

known who wrote it. 

Ann Laing 

  “Remember” 

Remember me when I am gone away, 

         Gone far away into the silent land; 

         When you can no more hold me by the hand, 

Nor I half turn to go yet turning stay. 

Remember me when no more day by day 

         You tell me of our future that you plann'd: 

         Only remember me; you understand 

It will be late to counsel then or pray. 

Yet if you should forget me for a while 

         And afterwards remember, do not grieve: 

         For if the darkness and corruption leave 

         A vestige of the thoughts that once I had, 

Better by far you should forget and smile 

        Than that you should remember and be sad. 

 

 

From “Passing away, Saith the World” 

Passing away, saith my God, passing away: 

Winter passeth after the long delay: 

New grapes on the vine, new figs on the tender spray, 

Turtle calleth turtle in Heaven's May. 

Though I tarry, wait for Me, trust Me, watch and pray. 

Arise, come away, night is past and lo it is day, 

My love, My sister, My spouse, thou shalt hear Me say. 

Then I answer'd: Yea. 

 

 

From “In the bleak midwinter” 

What can I give Him, poor as I am? 

If I were a shepherd, I would bring a lamb; 

If I were a Wise Man, I would do my part; 

Yet what I can I give Him: give my heart. 
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VE day recollections  

Ann Sisterson, who was at primary school 75 years 

ago recalls, “I don’t remember much, but I do remember 

our teacher telling us that if the following day was to be VE 

day, we’d have the day off school. There was a party at Holy Saviour’s 

Church Hall but who organised it I don’t know.” Ann marked the anni-

versary by putting up the Union Flag in her front  window. 

 

 

Audrey Cherry was a teenager in 1945. She recounts 

“It was a wonderful day. We were all so excited.  My friend 

and I had boyfriends in Cullercoats and we all went off to 

Tynemouth to celebrate. I remember my boyfriend climbing up a 

lamppost! There was a street party in our street, Burnside Road.” To 

celebrate the 75th anniversary, Audrey put up flags in the windows of 

her flat and enjoyed an indoor picnic brought to her by her daughter,  

as she couldn’t join the family barbeque. 

 

 

Arthur Thomas said it was lovely to have been asked 

about his recollections of VE Day but said, “I’m sorry I can’t 

help much as I was only 5 at the time. I never heard about 

a party or dancing in the street. May be there was but they didn’t   

invite me!” 

He went on to explain that Blyth was very a quiet town, except for the 

shipyards which worked day and night. There was also a submarine 

base along with the RAF Search and Rescue squadron and Royal     

Artillery troops. He added, “You can imagine how attractive this was a 

target for the Germans, which would make for many busy nights for 

these troops.” 

Arthur summed it up saying, “VE Day? Well, being ex-forces myself, I 

could imagine that it would have been a very good party mood with 

soldier, seamen and airmen all partying to the wee small hours. But at 

age 5, I knew nothing about it. More’s the pity!” 

Shield me 

O may God shield me, and may God fill, 

O may God watch me, and may God hold; 

O may God bring me where peace is still, 

To the King’s land, eternity’s fold. 

Praise to the Father, praise to the Son, 

Praise to the Spirit, the Three in One. 

 
From The Creed Prayer, poems of the Western Highlanders 

During the lockdown, I got to re-watching an old film, 

Reach for the sky, starring Kenneth More. It tells the 

story of the RAF pilot, Douglas Bader, who had both 

his legs amputated and had prosthetic legs fitted   

following a plane crash while attempting some aerobatics in 1931. 

Watching the film reminded me of an unexpected conversation I had 

with him many years later. 

 

I was lucky enough to have met Douglas Bader when we were in the 

Middle East after the war. We were in a jolly crowd round the bar in 

the British Club and he was the jolliest of them all. And he was only 

on lemonade! 

I went to go and sit down on my own away from the crowd and a bit 

later a voice said, “Do you mind if I join you?” I looked round and it 

was Douglas Bader himself. We started chatting when we heard a 

woman calling out, “Oh John. Your socks are down again. You need to 

pull them up.” 

Douglas Bader said, “He should wear thick woollen socks like me. 

They don’t fall down. They always stay up.” “But don’t you find them 

too hot in this climate?” I heard myself saying, to which he gently  

replied, “Yes, they are a bit.” 

To this day I remember the realisation of what I had said and how his 

reply managed to be so natural and put me at my ease. 

                                     

                                                                               Dilys Palmer 

Putting my foot in it 
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The days turn into weeks and we continue to discover new walks in 

our lovely dene. One particular favourite is by the pond on the Nature 

reserve. We talk to a bird watcher, his binoculars hanging round his 

neck, he informs us, much to our surprise, that the geese don’t      

migrate they stay on the pond together with the other birds. 

So many people enjoying the lovely weather and the countryside,  

exchanging words of encouragement, from a distance of course, and 

dogs like Honey, looking in need of a visit to the groomers. 

If we have to be in lockdown, Holywell  Village is indeed a lovely place 

to be. Our weekly clap for our marvellous NHS gives us a chance to 

wave at our neighbours and feel that everyone is helping one another 

to cope with this very strange way of life at the moment. Again with 

the help of technology we can talk to our families, but like us all we 

long to give them a big hug. 

When this is over, and it will be, we will look back and realise that the 

power of prayer and friendship has helped us through this dreadful 

ordeal. Keep smiling. 

                                                                                    Pat Cowen 

Who would have thought a few months ago that we would find       

ourselves in these difficult and challenging times? There is so much 

confusion coming from the media about what we can and can't do that 

I feel a 'normal life' is a thing of the past. 

However, I consider myself lucky to live in such a lovely part of the 

world and have Holywell Dene within walking distance of my house. 

Thankfully, the weather has been kind recently so I have been able to 

embark on my daily exercise with Pat and her little dog, Honey. From 

the minute we enter the dene we are faced with the beauty of nature 

all around us. 

The horses graze in the field unaware of what is going on around 

them. They wander over to us for their regular chat and pat on their 

noses...they are almost telling us that they are doing fine. As we   

venture further down we are amazed by the vibrant colour of the 

gorse and the beautiful carpet of bluebells. The delicious smell of the 

hawthorn blossom brings back memories of our childhood. The birds 

are singing their hearts out and are obviously enjoying the lack of   

pollution from the aircraft which normally frequent the flight path over 

here.  

There are ducks and geese on the pond and 

the occasional heron can be seen serenely 

standing there at the edge of the water. I am 

convinced that this is God's way of telling us 

that all will be well. 

Throughout the lockdown I have enjoyed  

being part of the fantastic church family of St 

Paul's and appreciate Fr John's tireless effort 

to keep us all together in prayer. Through 

the wonders of technology, I have been able 

to take part in the regular services on Skype. 

This has been very important for me. How 

ever, I can't wait to be able to enter our 

beautiful church once again. There will be 

some huge celebrations when that day finally 

arrives in the not too distant future. 

 

                                                                                Hazel Donnelly 

Coronavirus in Holywell 

While we have not been able to get into church, lots of things have 

been put in place so everyone can share in our worship. Members of 

St Paul’s have been taking part in services through the use of Skype 

and Zoom, following them on the YouTube channel or using the  

Praying at Home and Act of Spiritual Communion leaflets for private 

prayer at home. 

 

However, an ecumenical group of residents of Grosvenor Drive have 

added to the different ways of sharing in worship by coming together 

(socially distanced, of course!) each Sunday morning at 11am to sing 

hymns accompanied by a guitar. They all say the Lord’s Prayer      

together and offer prayers for those in need of spiritual support at 

this time.  

Sunday services during lockdown 
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Dear Friends at St. Paul’s, Greetings 

from Hungary! 

The last time I wrote to you I was 

shuttling between the UK and Hungary in slightly exotic fashion! As of 

mid-February I have been settled in Budapest with a one year lease 

on a nice little flat on the Pest side of the  Danube. The flat is just off 

the Andrassy Boulevard.  For the foreseeable future this is home.  

Journalism has taken over my life! Things got so busy with commis-

sions and travel a few months back that I suspended the law degree -

though will pick the course up again this autumn. Mainly I write for 

the Church Times churning out opinion pieces, book/art exhibition  

reviews and the occasional historical feature’s article. However, I have 

also been publishing elsewhere, including the politics website UnHerd. 

The pieces which have given me most pleasure in the last year were 

an historical features piece on the fall of the Berlin Wall (published 

November, 2019) and another on George Orwell’s struggle with faith 

(published Jan 2020). Although, as with much freelance work, com-

missions can be unpredictable  -  feast or famine! It is also a fun way 

to make a living. 

The emotional pull to settle in Budapest was strong. Many of you 

know it has a sort of ‘magnetic’ attraction for me. Budapest has much 

of the cultural excitement of London or Paris but is physically on a 

much more human/manageable scale  -  and cheaper to live in! Also it 

is a city with strong personal associations. It is quite hard for me to 

wander around it and not come across reminders of my family’s story. 

It is the place where my father was born and his father died. My 

grandparents met here, just after the war, as journalists on the staff 

of Népszava (People’s Voice) the daily newspaper of the Social        

Democratic Party.  

Finding myself back in this city working as a journalist is evidence of 

the old maxim ‘history does not repeat, but it does rhyme’. Sadly   

history is repeating in a political, not just a biographical, sense. You 

may have heard in the media that the Corona virus has provided  

Hungary’s prime minister Viktor Orbán to assume dictatorial powers. 

This end result is very like what my grandparents witnessed during 

the, Soviet backed, Communist takeover of 1948-9.  

On one level this only makes explicit what has been the underlying de 

facto reality for some time. On another it is very worrying. Until now 

the pretence of normal legal order was maintained. That meant some 

safeguards were left in place for appearances sake. Now even those 

are gone.  Exactly how far the government will go in the use of these 

extraordinary powers remains to be seen. 

It is important to say that these powers go far beyond measures 

adopted in other western countries. 

They allow the government to amend 

the Criminal or Civil code at will and are 

subject neither to time limit or effective 

judicial oversight.  It is all very different 

from the days when I had the huge 

pleasure of shepherding a pilgrimage 

group from St Paul’s to Budapest and 

Esztergom as a curate in 2010! 

Some things cannot however be ruined by politics. It is still a joy to 

walk along the Danube on a Sunday afternoon in spring sunshine. The 

famous thermal baths, when open, are a delight and my very favour-

ite form of relaxation here. I love the camaraderie of HIPA (the      

foreign press association in Budapest) and I have been surprised by 

how mutually supportive journalists are in sharing insight with each 

other and impressed by the high ethical standards people stick to.  

Budapest’s soundscape is special too. The gentle ‘whoosh’ of the    

yellow trams pulling into their stops is a reassuring noise to go to 

sleep to at night. The ringing of the bell at the parish church around 

the corner is a pleasant reminder that a different, and better, scale of 

values exists.  

Although given to ‘church hopping’ in Budapest, I have not been able 

to attend a service there yet on account of Corona restrictions. The 

Anglican chaplaincy however conduct English services online regularly. 

The Lutherans also do so, though more infrequently (mainly for the 

benefit of American residents in the city). I was looking forward to 

writing a piece for The Tablet on the World Eucharistic Congress of the 

Roman Catholic Church in Budapest this September that will have to 

wait until the event takes place on its rescheduled date next year.  

Well, that is probably enough from me for now. I hope you are all well 

and prospering. I hear wonderful things about the present life of the 

parish from congregation members I am still in touch with. Long may 

it continue!  

Warm greetings to you all.                                             Alex Faludy                                           

Budapest calling…  
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Music at successive Coronation  

ceremonies has customarily    

comprised elements derived from 

historical tradition, supplemented 

by music newly composed for the   

occasion by contemporary composers.  

 

For the 1953 Coronation, in the former category we find such stalwarts 

as Handel's Zadok the Priest, originally composed for the coronation of 

King George II in 1727, and performed at every coronation since, and 

Sir Hubert Parry's monumental setting of Psalm 122 for double choir, 

orchestra and organ, 'I was glad when they said unto me', first      

composed for the coronation of King Edward VII in 1902, and again 

performed at the coronations of Kings George V and George VI in 1912 

and 1937. Interpolated in this setting are the acclamations sung by the 

boys of Westminster School, the cries of Vivat … or Long live …       

followed by the name in Latin of the new sovereign: this of course   

requires emendation at each ceremony.   

 

Integral to the ceremony, after the act of coronation itself, there is a 

celebration of Holy Communion according to the rite of the Prayer 

Book of 1662, where the Gloria in Excelsis is placed at the end of the 

service, followed by a triumphant setting of the ancient canticle Te  

Deum Laudamus ('We praise Thee, O God'), long familiar to most    

Anglicans as part of the order for Mattins, or Morning Prayer. Finally, of 

course, there is an appropriately majestic setting of the National     

Anthem, followed by a newly composed Coronation March. 

 

In the 1953 service, all of these traditional elements were included, 

perhaps amplified to a new scale of magnificence. For example, the 

choir comprised the combined forces of the choristers of Westminster 

Abbey, St Paul's Cathedral, The Queen's Royal Palaces, and The 

Queen's Chapel of St George at Windsor Castle, and the organ was 

supplemented by a large symphony orchestra of around 100 players, 

mostly recruited from professional London orchestras: these instru-

mentalists were somehow all accommodated on top of the organ 

screen across the nave in front of the choir stalls, alongside and 

around the organ console. The total number of performers was 480, 

under the direction of Sir Adrian Boult.  

 

Before the start of the service, a considerable programme of music, 

mainly orchestral, was played during the assembly of the 8000 or so 

invited guests. This music was entirely by British composers ranging 

from Purcell and Handel to early twentieth-century composers such as 

Butterworth, Elgar and Holst, and living composers such as Arthur 

Bliss, Ralph Vaughan Williams, John Ireland, Gordon Jacob and      

William Walton. Two of the longest pieces played were Walton's      

famous 1937 Coronation March Crown imperial, and his newly      

composed march for 1953, Orb and Sceptre. 

 

This all-British theme was continued in the choral music chosen for 

the service, some dating back to earlier centuries, by composers such 

as  Tallis, Byrd, Gibbons, S.S. Wesley and Charles Wood, and some 

specially written for the occasion by contemporary figures such as 

William Harris, George Dyson, Herbert Howells and Healey Willan. The 

entry of the Queen's procession to the Abbey was accompanied by the 

Introit, 'I was glad when they said unto me', a setting of words from 

Psalm 122  by Sir Hubert Parry, also sung at the 1902 and 1937    

coronations. Composed on a huge scale for double choir, organ and 

symphony orchestra, it is a work of compelling magnificence, certain 

to produce 'goose-bumps' in all who hear it in such surroundings as 

Westminster Abbey. The brilliant fanfare-like opening and conclusion 

frame an awesomely hushed middle section in a contrasting remote 

key with the words 'O pray for the peace of Jerusalem...'.  This prodi-

gious opening is the prelude to the first stages of the service, leading 

to the anointing of the new monarch with the sacramental holy oil. 

 

Since 1727, this part of the ceremony has always been accompanied 

by Handel's  coronation anthem 'Zadok the Priest'. In its original form, 

this requires a seven-part chorus and orchestra of only modest size, 

but recent taste had come to prefer more substantial forces! After the 

Anointing, and the investment of the new monarch with the traditional 

symbols of her authority such as the Orb and the Sceptre, homage is 

Music at the  

Queen’s Coronation 

2nd June 1953 
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paid to her by the peers of the realm, who dutifully kneel before her. 

The service then proceeds to a celebration of the Holy Eucharist     

according to the Book of Common Prayer Order of 1662. This opens 

with the Offertory Hymn 'All People that on Earth do Dwell', a     

metrical version of Psalm 100 which is sung to a melody which    

originates from the Protestant reformation in Geneva in the mid-  

sixteenth century, known to us as 'The Old Hundredth'.  

 

On this occasion it was given a new suit of clothes  by the living com-

poser Ralph Vaughan Williams, being framed with a blazing fanfare 

introduction and coda calling for 'all available trumpets': the tune is 

then introduced by the organ in thunderous unison octaves. The first 

verse is sung by the whole assembled company with organ and     

orchestral accompaniment. The next three verses are sung in harm-

ony by the choir alone; the third verse is unaccompanied except for a 

solitary trumpet descant. The fourth verse is sung by the choir alone 

in a sixteenth-century faux-bourdon setting, with the melody in the 

tenor part, and a descant for the trebles above, and then the trum-

pet fanfares return to introduce the doxology 'To Father, Son and 

Holy Ghost' which is sung by all. At the end of the doxology there is 

an impassioned coda from all the brass instruments, leading  to the 

final great Amen. 

 

The setting of the Communion Service chosen for the greater part of 

the liturgy was, somewhat surprisingly, Vaughan Williams unaccom-

panied setting in G minor, of 1921, for double four-part choir and 

four soloists. This was originally composed to a Latin text for the   

Roman Catholic use of Westminster Cathedral, but subsequently 

gained popularity in High Anglican circles in an English adaptation. 

The climax of this part of the liturgy is when the Queen herself     

receives the sacrament from the Archbishop of Canterbury, and for 

this moment Vaughan Williams composed his brief but exquisite   

motet for unaccompanied voices 'O Taste and See how Gracious the 

Lord is', with words from Psalm 34. Further communion motets by 

William Byrd, Orlando Gibbons, John Redford and Healey Willan    

followed. In the 1662 Order, the Gloria in Excelsis comes at the end 

of the service.  At this juncture, the setting by Charles Villiers    

Stanford in F, with full orchestral accompaniment, was preferred to 

Vaughan Williams' more ethereal setting: it provided an exuberant 

and thrilling conclusion to the Eucharistic Liturgy proper. 

At a coronation, it is the custom to conclude with  a solemn rendition 

of the Te Deum Laudamus. In 1953, a completely new setting for 

voices, organ and symphony orchestra was provided by William    

Walton in an ebullient and high spirited modern idiom which has few 

equals. This setting has found its way into the repertoire of many   

cathedral and collegiate choirs, but without the symphony orchestra, 

it is never quite the same! The Te Deum was followed by a stirring 

new arrangement of the National Anthem with additional fanfares by 

Gordon Jacob, and the recessional music from the Abbey comprised a 

new Coronation March by Arnold Bax, the then Master of the Queen's 

Music, framed by two of Elgar's Pomp and Circumstance Marches, 

numbers one and four. 

 

The whole musical event was quite literally unforgettable by anyone 

who heard, or saw it. At the age of 13, I was privileged to witness it 

on a primitive television set, crowded into the small living room of a  

neighbour's house with most of our street: a magnificent opening of 

the new Elizabethan Age. 

                         Terry Mason 

Extracts from the Te Deum Laudamus 

 

We praise thee, O God; we acknowledge thee to be the Lord. 

All the earth doth worship thee, the Father everlasting. 

To thee all angels cry aloud, the heavens and all the powers therein. 

To thee cherubim and seraphim continually do cry, 

Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God of Sabaoth; 

Heaven and earth are full of the majesty of thy glory. 

 

 

O Lord, save thy people and bless thine heritage. 

Govern them and lift them up for ever. 

Day by day we magnify thee; 

and we worship thy name, ever world without end. 

Vouchsafe, O Lord, to keep us this day without sin. 

O Lord, have mercy upon us, have mercy upon us. 

O Lord, let thy mercy lighten upon us, as our trust is in thee. 

O Lord, in thee have I trusted; let me never be confounded. 
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 “I WOULDN'T HAVE MISSED THIS FOR THE 

WORLD,” I said to my sister in law and she, 

guessing from the context that I was       

referring to the Corona pandemic replied, 

“That's a horrid thing to say and anyway, so far at least you haven't 

had it, so how can you say that”. I started to explain that it was as a 

historian that it was fascinating but I could see that, as usual when I 

launched into an historical discourse, I had lost her attention. 

However it's true. I'm old enough to have lived through the Second 

World War, although as I had only been evacuated to live with my 

grandparents, rather than being bombed out in Sunderland, it was 

hardly traumatic, and I benefitted enormously from the post war     

reforms which were seriously GOOD THINGS after the depression of 

the thirties. As a history student I learnt about the Black Death and 

that this brought the end of feudalism which seemed to me a GOOD 

THING, (I gather that mediaeval historians now are revising their opin-

ions on this, which is what historians do all the time). I also learnt 

about the Plague and the Fire of London (1665 and 1666 if you want to 

know), which was followed by the great rebuild-made fortunes for brick 

manufacturers and left a lot  unhappy rats. Oh, and of course, St Paul's 

Cathedral  -  again a GOOD THING, particularly for Londoners. 

However the events I’d in my mind most recently, before corona 

struck, were the outbreaks of cholera in NE England between 1831 and 

1853. This was because I had an article to write about the part owner 

of the Gateshead Observer, and the paper covered the outbreaks in  

detail. I won't trouble you with the results of my researches; suffice to 

say that the editor was moved to write 'Shall we forever prefer cash 

over cleanliness?'  The issue was whether the members of the borough 

council should risk their positions at the next election by voting a rate 

rise to build a much needed municipal sewer. In the end the good guys 

won and the sewer was built. But not before the town had been visited 

by its third and final outbreak of cholera.  Again A GOOD THING….. in 

the end.  

Then along comes corona. I just hope I live long enough to see some 

long term good come out of it. Then the historian in me will be happy.     

 

                                                                                      Win Stokes 

Out of the Tower 

Newsletter from Saint Paul’s Guild of Bell Ringers May / June 2020 

 

This is a most difficult time for St Paul’s Church as well for our Guild, 

since the March lockdown due to Covid-19 Pandemic hit our country. 

We as a Guild feel very sad that Fr. John, during his first year with us, 

has had all of his plans thwarted for the Easter  festival. We also feel 

very sorry for the couples that intended to have their weddings at St 

Paul’s cancelled at this difficult time. 

As for the Guild, we have had to cancel all bell ringing activities at the 

request of the Diocese and have been prohibited to enter the tower 

for any reason. As you will also observe, the church clock displays the 

wrong time due to Smith of Derby being unable to send their engineer 

to adjust the time because of the same prohibition. 

So what of the members of the Guild? Well our AGM has had to be 

cancelled therefore the committee is still in post but with little to do. 

The Guild has now got WhatsApp group which is hosted by Colette, 

one of our ringers. This has proved successful in keeping members 

informed of events and making social contact.  The Guild is now   

venturing into communicating via Zoom and we have already had one 

successful session, again hosted by Colette. We intend to see if we 

can conduct our AGM by this means.  

Sadly, the art of bell ringing consists of bell control as well as being 

able to ring complicated methods with other ringers. There are many 

problems associated with social distancing in a tower setting which 

will make returning to this activity problematic. Whilst bell control 

cannot be practiced there are computer programs that can help in 

learning methods and as such these are being used by many bell  

ringers including our own Guild members. 

The bell ringers’ weekly magazine “The Ringing World” has been    

distributed to all members so that they are kept informed of how the 

rest of the ringing community is fairing. 

Our members have not been idle during the lockdown, taking up old 

hobbies and working from home in some cases. As a Guild we, like 

other church organisations, will need to be patient until we can      

resume our activities. 

Best wishes to everyone at St Paul’s and endeavour to keep safe. 

                                                                                   Gerald Lang 

Corona  …..  and history 
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Taking the decision to close our community building at 158 Whitley 

Road in early March was essential, but such a disappointment to us.  

In January alone we had 700 visitors, to meet, dance, learn, make, 

chat, drink tea and overall, belong. 

Whitley Bay Big Local waited to see where there would be “gaps” in 

the services and support that were available to the community.  

Through a partnership with Whitley Bay Round Table and with the 

support of Evan’s Bistro we developed the Big Batch Cook project. A 

team of volunteers, including a chef, prepare freshly cooked meals 

which are distributed every day to people of all different backgrounds. 

The positive impact that this is having on our clients is clear. People 

feel connected and cared for as well as well fed. We have received 

thanks from Her Majesty’s Lord Lieutenant for our work. 

We have also been part of a team coordinating the making and distri-

bution of scrubs bags for NHS and Care workers so that their uniforms 

can be transported safely home and be isolated from other family 

members’ laundry. Over 11,000 bags have been made by volunteers 

all over the region and 8000 crafted hearts have been given to      

patients and their families who cannot be together during this time.  

WBBL has brought together the makers to a weekly online meeting so 

that people can feel connected and celebrate their efforts. 

Whitley Bay Carnival would normally take place on 

the Bank Holiday in May, and although we couldn’t 

hold the usual event that would attract people 

from all over the area for two days of parading 

and live entertainment on the seafront, a fun 

online event was masterminded by salTO arts and 

the WBBL creative Civic Change team. Thousands 

of people watched online tutorials to learn how to 

make their own costumes and decorations at 

home and people were encouraged to host their own socially         

distanced street parties. A “disco truck” and live performers hit the 

streets on Saturday 23rd May to bring music, dancing and smiles to 

members of the Whitley Bay community. 

Whitley Bay Big Local 

and Covid-19 

On a smaller scale, WBBL has worked hard to keep the connections 

with those who were regularly using the building. Our weekly knit and 

natter session meets every Friday online and support and training has 

been given to our less technically minded regulars so that they can 

stay connected. 

Although times are very different, we remain committed to keeping 

the community strong, develop new connections and support those in 

our town who need it most. 

                                                                                  Sarah Sutton 

Doesn’t the simple pleasure of going to church and exchanging the 

peace at Sunday worship seem long ago now? These days, we are 

not even allowed into our churches!  

But we can take comfort when we think back to the Apostles who 

were commissioned to build God’s Church. After the first Pentecost, 

what did they do? They didn’t rush out and build church buildings. 

No! Rather the people gathered together, in their own homes. 

Clearly, we can’t physically ‘gather’ just now, but we have the tech-

nology to ‘gather’ together, both in real time and at a later time. And 

it is important to do so. There is something powerful when we pray 

together rather than alone. Try phoning a friend with the same   

written prayer and saying it together. How does that feel?  Any    

different from saying it on your own? 

So, THE Church, which is alive and well in you and me, will find new 

ways to be together. After all, the early Christians had the added 

complication of being persecuted, often to death, for their faith.  And 

yet they persisted. 

Perhaps we could each sit at our dining table at a set time, with one 

or two items before us, such as a small glass of wine, a lit candle, 

stones, and a cross. Indeed, anything that reminds us of our Risen 

Saviour. We could then ‘share’ this time in praying the same prayers 

and knowing that we are part of an eternal fellowship that is only 

temporarily divided. 

Gathering together…...apart 
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Daily Hope is a Church of England initiative in 

partnership with CONNECTIONS and Faith in  

Later Life. It offers music, prayers and reflections 

as well as full worship services from the Church 

of England at the end of a telephone line. 

The line is available 24 hours a day on 0800 804 8044 and has been 

set up particularly with those unable to join online church services 

during the period of restrictions in mind. 

FaithAtHome is a new programme launched by the 

Church of England  which it is hoped will make prayer 

a household habit once again. It  features weekly  

video content to help families to talk about faith and 

pray together. The videos are led by children, young 

people, staff and school leaders from across the 

country. The FaithAtHome programme will run for an 

initial 11 weeks, until the end of July, and can be accessed at 

churchofengland.org/faithathome and explores a range of themes  

including courage, patience, generosity, resilience, love and hope. 

The Archbishop of Canterbury, Justin Welby, said: “The aim of these 

resources is to offer simple ways for families and households to     

approach complex and difficult topics, such as illness, fear and      

bereavement. The coronavirus pandemic has forced people to con-

front difficult and painful questions that none of us can explore on our 

own.” 

It seeks to provide: 

Experiences that inspire parents and families to grow in faith together 

in the ‘new daily normal’ of the home 

Resources that equip children and young people to explore faith    

together and feel supported pastorally as part of school and church 

communities 

Networks that connect school leaders, church leaders, chaplains to 

share great practice and build community together focused on the 

faith development of children and young people 

Resources from The Church of England 

FaithAtHome 

https://www.churchofengland.org/faith-action/faith-home?mc_cid=fafeaf903d&mc_eid=4df330157a

